[Genetic analysis of the structure of predisposition to diabetes mellitus. III. Genetic heterogeneity of diabetes mellitus with different ages of onset].
The results of genetical-epidemiological analysis of the three conventional forms of diabetes mellitus (DM) differentiated for age-at-onset are presented (the form I - from 0 to 29 y. the form II - from 30 to 59 y. the form III - 60 y. and older). The estimates of heritability of liability to the forms I, II and III of DM were 0.57, 0.70 and 0.65, respectively. It was shown that genetic components of the forms I and II are virtually different: genetic correlation between these forms was rA = 0.216 +/- 0.203, which is statistically insignificant. These data support the hypothesis assuming genetic independence of juvenile and adult forms of DM. On the other hand, the forms II and III were found to have an essential number of genes in common: genetic correlation was rA = 0.495 +/- 0.134, being significant at the 5% level. Thus, the forms II and III of DM are not to be considered as two genetically distinct diseases. The low recurrence risks of the form I for siblings (not more than 3.6%) allow to reject the hypothesis of simple monogenic inheritance of juvenile DM and to propose multifactorial nature of the disease.